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D. ~ebe r l72 ,  E. K. ~ inne r2  and A. ~ ischoff l ,  l~nstitut fiir Planetologie, Wilhelm-Klemm-Str. 10, 
48149 Miinster, Germany; 2 ~ c ~ o n n e l l  Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University, 
One Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA. 

Ion microprobe analyses of 19 Ca, Al-rich inclusions from the CH chondrite Acfer 182 show 
that most (15) have group 11 related trace element patterns. Two have group III patterns and two, 
described in detail, have ultrarefractory patterns. Of 18 CAIs only one has an 2 6 ~ g  excess 
corresponding to 26A1/27Al= 5 x 10-5. These inclusions, most of which contain Ca-dialuminate, 
must have an origin different from inclusions in other meteorites. 

Introduction: The CH chondrite Acfer 182 [I] contains Ca,Al-rich inclusions which differ 
from most CAIs in other meteorites. Only some of the inclusions resemble those from ALH85085 
[2]. Seventeen of 3 1 inclusions studied contain Ca-dialuminate (CaA1407, CA2) and in many of 
these CAIs the modal abundance of CA2 exceeds 30 vol% and ranges up to 80 ~ 0 1 % .  
Comprehensive petrographic and mineralogical descriptions and major element chemistry have 
been reported previously [1,3,4]. We measured trace element abundances and isotopic 
compositions of nineteen Acfer 182 inclusions, sixteen of which contain Ca-dialuminate, in 
continuation of previous work on such inclusions [5]. 

Results: Fifteen of the inclusions show group II or group 11-related trace element patterns. 
One inclusion has a group III pattern and another CAI shows a group 111-related pattern with 
ultrarefractory characteristics and Ce depletion, similar to the patterns found in HAL and related 
inclusions [6]. Two CAIs have an ultrarefractory pattern: inclusion 418E and 41818; these 
inclusions are described in more detail below. All inclusions except one have normal Mg isotopic 
compositions; one ob'ect, the CA2-rich inclusion 02212 described in [1,4], has a 2 6 ~ g  excess with d an inferred initial 2 AlI27Al ratio close to the canonical value of 5x10-5. Ca isotopes were 
measured in nine inclusions and in five out of these we were able to determine also the Ti isotopic 
compositions. The latter are always normal within errors and in only two inclusions, the 
ultrarefractory CAI 418E and a CAI with group 11 pattern small (4.3 and 3.8 %o) 48Ca excesses 
are present. 

CAI 4181P: The core of this Ca-dialuminate-bearing inclusion (-100 ym in apparent 
diameter) consists of an unsystematically zoned Y-, Zr-rich perovskite. The perovskite in the outer 
parts of 418E is intergrown with CA2, a Sc-rich, and a Zr-, Sc-rich phase [see also 1,4]. Both the 
perovskite and the Sc-rich phase have ultrarefractory trace dement abundance patterns (Fig. 1). 
The most refractory REE and the most refractory lithophile elements show the largest enrichments. 
A striking feature of the patterns is the lack of a Eu depletion in the Sc-rich phase, in contrast to 
perovskite. The enrichment factors of the refractory rare earth elements reach 15,000 in perovskite 
and 6,000 in the Sc-rich phase. With the exception of the large Eu depletion in perovskite, the 
patterns for both minerals are similar to those in other ultrarefractory inclusions, e. g., 71. The Ca 

E! and Ti isotopic compositions of the perovskite are almost normal; only a small Ca excess of 3.8 
f 2.8 (20) %O was found. When normalized to measurements on terrestrial perovskite [2] the Ca 
and Ti isotopes in 418P  show no significant intrinsic mass fractionation. Because of the small 
grain size of CA2 and the Zr, Sc-rich phase we were not able to determine their trace element 
abundances and isotopic compositions. 

CAI 41818: This 60 ym spherical inclusion consists mainly of CA2 and melilite. The 
anhedral Ca-dialuminate crystals are concentrated in the center of the inclusion and are intergrown 
with melilites, some small hibonite laths and spinel. Perovskite occurs both in melilite and CA2. 
Both CA2 and an about 7 ym large perovskite in the middle of the inclusion have ultrarefractory 
trace element patterns (Fig. 2). As in 418P the perovskite is strongly depleted in Eu. Furthermore, 
the perovskite shows extreme enrichment of Gd, Tb, and Dy, ranging up to 100,000 x chondritic. 
It contains more than 2 wt% of Gd- as well as Dy-oxide. Remarkable is the decrease of the 
enrichments from Gd to Er which has not been observed in other ultrarefractory inclusions. The Lu 
enrichment is only slightly higher than that of Yb and even smaller than the Tm enrichment and is 
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an order of magnitude below that of Gd. The pattern in CA2 shows no Eu depletion, but a similar 
decrease of the HREE abundances from Gd to Er. Tm is more enriched than Er. 

Discussion: (I) The lack of Ca and Ti isotopic fractionation and of a pronounced Ce 
depletion gives good evidence that, in contrast to HAL-type CAIs [6], inclusion 418P has never 
experienced a history of strong distillation. This is in agreement with previous conclusions on UR 
inclusions from Mighei and Ornans [7]. Furthermore, because of the internal zonation texture of 
the perovskite, it is safe to assume that this inclusion was never molten. Therefore, CAI 418P can 
be considered as one of the first direct gas-solid condensates which remained unprocessed after 
formation. Despite the round shape and the decreasing abundances from Gd to Er, which seem to 
indicate igneous fractionation processes, we propose also a direct gas-solid condensation for CAI 
41818. Like for the petrographically similar inclusion 022114 [4], which shows a group I1 trace 
element pattern, perovskite and CA2 in 41818 probably condensed directly and part of the CA2 
reacted with the remaining gas at decreasing temperatures to form melilite and spinel. The 
difference in the origin of the inclusions 41818 (ultrarefractory pattern) and 022114 (group 11 
pattern) is probably to be found in the composition of the gas reservoir and the condensation 
temperature [8,9]. In a first condensation step inclusions such as 418/P, 41818 and other 
ultrarefractory inclusions condensed from a gas reservoir of solar composition. This event 
occurred at high temperatures, so that the most refractory elements such as Zr, Y, Sc, Gd, Tb, Dy, 
Ho, Er, and Lu were enriched in the crystallizing solid material and a large fraction of the less 
refractory elements still remained in the gas reservoir. In a second condensation event the group 11 
inclusions formed from the remaining gas reservoir. Unfortunately, we were not able to determine 
the REE pattern of melilite in 41818, so that we cannot conclude from which reservoir the melilite 
derived. We also cannot explain under which conditions Ca-dialuminate with an ultrarefractory 
trace element pattern (inclusion 41818) was formed. Ca-dialuminates in almost all other inclusions 
in Acfer 182 have group II related patterns. However, MacPherson et al. [lo] reported a CA2-rich 
inclusion with an UR REE pattern from ALH85085. (11) The large enrichment of ultrarefractory 
elements in perovskite of 418P, 41818 and other ultrarefractory inclusions indicate that perovskite 
is an important carrier of most refractory elements. However, there are other minerals containing 
high abundances of refractory elements, such as Sc- and Zr-rich oxides, fassaites and also Ca- 
dialuminate as shown in Fig. 2. (111) Most CA2-bearing CAIs with group I1 patterns do not 
contain any 2 6 ~ g  excesses from the decay of 2 6 ~ 1 .  This is in marked contrast to hibonite-bearing 
CAIs in Murchison, where spinel-hibonite (SHIB) inclusions, many of which have group I1 
patterns, usually give evidence for the presence of 2 6 ~ 1  [l 1,121. 
References: [I]  Bischoff et al. (1993) GCA 57, 2631; [2] Kimura et al. (1993) GCA 57, 
2329; [3] Weber and Bischoff (1992) Meteoritics 27, 304; [4] Weber and Bischoff (1994) GCA, 
submitted; [5] Bischoff et al. (1992) Meteoritics 27,204; [6] Ireland et al. (1992) GCA 56,2503; 
[7] Davis (1991) Meteoritics 26, 330; [8] Boynton (1975) GCA 39,569; [9] Davis and Grossman 
(1979) GCA 43, 161 1; [lo] MacPherson et al. (1989) Meteoritics 24, 297; [ll] Ireland et al. 
(1988) GCA 52, 2841; [12] Ireland, 1990 GCA 54, 3219. 
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